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Girls' Attitude Survey

In 2016, 75% of girls between the ages of 11 and 21 think that women are
judged more for their looks than their ability. Statistics like this can form the
basis of thought-provoking discussions with tutor groups and engage the
school community with whole school equality issues.

Perhaps you could do your own survey in your school and see what the boys
think too!

Shortage Careers

This is a list of the careers in the UK which are considered to be in high
demand according to the UK government. How many of these careers could
you link to during lessons? Could you do an assembly in your school to
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Dear Colleague

We love data at the Institute of Physics so it is no wonder that we get excited about the PISA
report and its tables of data.   

PISA is an international survey of educational systems around the world. Every three years
more than 500,000,000 students from 72 different countries take part in maths, literacy and
science tests. The 2015 results are out and are an interesting read.

There is so much data that it can be difficult to know where to start with processing it. But
here at the Institute we have come up with some helpful tips for science teachers about how
the PISA data can inform curriculum planning.

Below are some other sources of data that are useful for informing whole school equality
work in your school.

The Whole School Equality Team

http://iop-london.msgfocus.com/c/11Gx5VJooSN8UaB
http://iop-london.msgfocus.com/c/11Gx6x4ltguB0GE
http://iop-london.msgfocus.com/c/11Gx78pixEc37cH
http://iop-london.msgfocus.com/c/11Gx7JKfC1TvdIK
http://iop-london.msgfocus.com/c/11Gx47IxbJGMACs
http://iop-london.msgfocus.com/c/11Gx47IxbJGMACs
http://iop-london.msgfocus.com/c/11Gx4J3ug7oeH8v
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discuss how the careers of the future are perhaps ones that the students
haven't even heard of?

And finally...did you hear the BBC Radio 4 programme called The Everyday
Effect of Unconscious Bias? 

The special episode was recorded in front of a live audience at the Royal
Institution and involves a thought-provoking panel discussion of unconscious
bias featuring our very own Gender Balance Manager, Jessica Rowson.

We think it is definitely worth a listen (but then we might be biased).
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